
 

 

COACH MEMO | 2020 YCADA GLOBALS – MANDATORY READING 

WELCOME 
Welcome to the 2020 YCADA Globals Championship. We are proud to bring this exceptional GLOBALS 
experience to you this year in beautiful Atlantic City. With the amazing Rebel Ball, the most comprehensive 
scoring review system in the industry and more prizes and awards than any other Youth Championship in the 
World, YCADA Globals is the ultimate Youth and Recreation Championship experience. Atlantic City is on fire 
with Youth and Recreation teams at the Oceans Resort and Casino. 
 

COACH CHECK-IN 
Upon arrival in Atlantic City teams are required to check before they start their warmup process before 
competition but early check in is STRONGLY ADVISED: 

FRIDAY-FEBRUARY 7, 2020 |4:00pm-10:00pm 
You must check in Friday if you are attending the Rebel ball  

SATURDAY-FEBRUARY 8, 2020 | Open During Event Hours 
 

COACH MEETING 
It is not required that all your coaches attend but have one representative from your coaching staff be present 
at this short meeting. You will be responsible for knowing the information presented during this time. If none of 
your coaches will arrive in time for the meeting, please email david@ycada.org so he can update you on what 
you missed in the meeting.  

FRIDAY-FEBRUARY 7, 2020 |Teams competing on Saturday - 7:30pm | Location: Tank 7/8 
 
COACH GIFTS 
Each registering team receives 1 coach duffle bag filled with goodies!   
 
COACH VIP  
YCADA will be having a hosted bar on Friday from 8:00-9:00pm in Tank 7/8  
We appreciate you – and you deserve it!  
 
REBEL BALL/PARTY FRIDAY - FEBRUARY 7, 2020 
Jr. Prom - Ages 8-12 | 5:30pm-7:30pm  
Sr. Prom - Ages 13-18 | 8:30pm - 10:30pm  
• Prom Style | Dress to Impress • DJ | Provided by Rebel • Photo Booth • Athletes/Coaches with Wristbands (FREE) 
• Non-Athletes/Others - Rebel Fee $20 
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COACH PASSES 
Need additional coach passes? Each team will receive one complimentary coach pass – and can purchase an 
additional pass for every 5 athletes for $20.00 each. (Example: 15 athletes on the team – can purchase an 
additional 3 passes) Need additional help? Email Registration@ycada.org  
 
ATHLETE GIFTS 
Each registered athlete will receive a 2020 YCADA Globals Championship backpack from YCADA.  Backpacks will 
be distributed at time of coach check in. All Athlete gifts must be picked up before the start of the Awards 
ceremony Sunday at 2:30pm. Athlete gifts will not be mailed due to failure of pick up by coaches. 
 
ATHLETE WRIST/ANKLE BANDS 
Bands may be worn on wrist or ankle but must be able to show upon entry to the venue.  Bands must be worn 
each day of the event to allow entry.  The FULL ATHLETE LATE FEE will be charged for replacement bands. 
 

TICKETS- SPECTATOR INFORMATION 
Tickets will be available to purchase the morning of the event.  

• General - $25 per day 
• Senior (65+) - $18 per day 
• Child (6-15) - $18 per day 

 
RULES QUESTIONS 
Youth Rules Questions are available for answering throughout the day on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
February 7-9, 2020 by YCADA Globals Event Staff. 

 
EXECUTION/DEDUCTION SHEETS 
It is MANDATORY that all coaches pick up their execution/safety deduction sheets from the table Located by 
Spirit Sales. Teams, you will have 20 minutes from your team’s scheduled performance time to review (in 
writing) any bobbles, falls, or rules violations at Tank 4.   
Team's may only request a review of their own team's execution or safety violations. Team’s MAY NOT request 
the review of another team’s routine for execution or safety violations because those deductions are based on 
the human eye and are not review able for adding additional deductions not viewed live.  However, please be 
aware any review of your point deductions/ rules violations may result in your team being awarded additional 
violations that were not viewed during the “live” performance if the video review discovers deductions not 
originally placed on your team. 
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LEVEL RULES VIOLATIONS EXPLANATION- ALL COACHES MUST READ: 
ALL COACHES should be aware that level rules and general safety violations are judged live by the rules judge 
on site during a live competition. It is IMPOSSIBLE for a rules judge to 100% detect all violations during a 
competition day just as it is impossible for officials/referees to detect all violations in other sports. Just 
because a team has attended a prior event governed by YCADA rules and procedures and that team’s skills or 
routine received no deductions does not mean that the routine is LEGAL or violation free for that Division or 
Level. YCADA WILL NOT withdraw any rules violations because a rules judge at a prior competition, regional, 
championship, camp or event failed to detect or discover the violation at the previous event.  
 
It is the responsibility of ALL Coaches to ensure their routines are free of Level and Safety Rules Violations. 
Teams are STRONGLY encouraged to send videos to the rules form link to review their skill segments and ask 
for a rules determination. Failure to do so puts your team at risk of possibly having a safety violation.  
 

JUDGING PANEL INFORMATION 
YCADA is providing judges from across the country with extensive youth and recreation cheer and dance 
industry backgrounds and experience.   
 
Any questions concerning scoring must be directed to the YCADA Score Review Room located in Tank 4 
 

NOTIFICATIONS 
The YCADA scoring system WILL NOT BE sending out text messages to coaches. Your deduction sheets and 
notifications can only be retrieved from the table next to spirit sales in the lobby immediately after your 
performance. Score Sheets for non-placing teams at the end of the Award ceremonies can be retrieved from the 
YCADA Score Review Waiting room located in Tank 4   
 

CHEERREPLAY REPLAY 
Teams that receive execution and safety violation penalties will also be receiving preliminary notification of their 
penalty through Cheer Replay. Please make sure all phone numbers and emails are up to date so these emails 
go to the correct individuals. Emails may only be changed at Registration Check-In at the time of registration 
check in. Nevertheless, your official deduction sheet MUST be picked up in PAPER at the table located next to 
Spirit Sales in the Lobby. Further discussion of any execution and safety violation penalties can be reviewed in 
the YCADA Score Review room located in Tank 4. 
 
 

https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/emf/ycada/rules-question-form-general


 

 

SCHEDULE CHANGES 
3 ways we’ll notify YOU:  

1. The MC will announce any division(s) that has a change(s). If your division is called, please report to Coach 
Check in – we will make sure you’re updated!  

2. As you check-in for your warm-up – IF there’s a change in YOUR category, the YCADA GLOBALS staff member 
checking you in will notify you and get you updated!  

3. Coach Check in anytime – give YOUR division – ask if there are any changes – we’ll update you ASAP!  
 

SPOTTERS 
ON STAGE YCADA SPOTTERS 
As a safety precaution, YCADA provides teams required spotters for ALL Cheer Divisions.  

 
CHEER TEAMS PERFORMANCE / WARM-UP PROCESS 
Listed on your schedule is a “warm-up” time. Please report to the warm-up check-in location at least 10 
minutes prior to the listed warm-up start time. You will begin the warm-up process on your listed time.  

Performance floor  
42’ deep X 54’ wide foam cheer floor.  

 
Warm-up rotation: 

1. 1st warm-up location | Ocean A/B/C/D Team Room  
Recommendation: pep talk, stretch, relax, stretch, prepare, enjoy! 

POINT OF NO RETURN: No rules questions allowed after this point 
2. 2nd warm-up location | Ocean E/F/G/H Tumble Zone 60’ deep X 12’ wide foam floor.  

Recommendation: Warm-up tumbling 
3. 3rd warm-up location | Think Tank 1/2 Stunting Mats 

      Recommendation: Warm- up stunts (No Toss) 
4. 4th warm-up location | Backstage FULL Floor 42’ deep X 54’ wide foam floor.  

Recommendation: Routine run through 
Above are only recommendations; coaches are welcome to customize the warm-up to fit the individual teams’ 
warm-up requirements – and don’t worry YCADA Staff will direct you every step of the way! 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
ROUTINE INTERRUPTION DUE TO INJURY 
Routine Stoppage 
The only individuals that may stop a routine for injury are: 
1. YCADA Competition Officials 
2. Coach from the team performing 
3. Injured Individual 
4. Safety Judge 
 
An injured athlete may create a potential safety hazard because of the inability to hold, support, spot or catch. 
For the safety of all athletes competing, a routine may be interrupted if: 
1. An athlete is clearly injured. 
2. An athlete is questionably injured and does not resume their role in the routine within 5 seconds of 

questionable injury. 
3. An athlete leaves the competition floor due to an injury. 
 
In the event that a routine is interrupted due to injury, it will be at the YCADA Competition Officials’ discretion 
whether or not that team will be allowed to perform again at a later time. 
 
 



 

 

ATHLETE RETURNING TO COMPETITION 
An Injured Participant may not return to the competition floor unless the competition officials receive 
clearance from all the representatives listed below: 

1. Event Medical Personnel attending to that participant 
2. Parent/Guardian (if present) 
3. Head Coach/Gym Owner of competing team 

In the event of a suspected head injury, the participant cannot return to perform without clearance from a 
licensed medical professional that has training related to head injuries. 

 
TEAM PERFORMANCE 

In the event that a team is allowed to perform again following a routine interruption, the new performance 
time will be at the sole discretion of the YCADA Competition Official. The team must (pending the injury’s 
impact on the routine) perform the routine again in its entirety (FULL OUT), but judging will resume from the 
point at which the injury/interruption occurred as determined by the judges. Once again all skills must be 
performed full-out from the beginning of the routine. All point deductions accumulated to that point (if any) 
will carry over. 
 
If a team is permitted to perform again, but fails to perform the routine in its entirety (example: throwing back 
tucks instead of the full twist thrown in the original performance), it is at the discretion of the YCADA  
Competition Official how that team’s scores will be affected. 

COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT POLICY 
YCADA requires all teams at the time of registration to verify that all their music complies with applicable 
copyright laws. YCADA will allow protest of a team’s music for potential copyright infringement by following 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Standing Requirements. Therefore, only individuals, organizations, or 
companies who can show standing in Federal Court (typically only owners of the valid copyright or their 
assignees) will be allowed to protest another team’s music on copyright infringement grounds. Determination 
of standing will be evaluated by YCADA General Counsel David Sims. YCADA policy has always been that all 
teams should comply with applicable US copyright laws.   
 

 



 

 

MUSIC POLICY 
Helpful Hints When Playing Competition Music (Your music person should read this coaches) 

TECHNICAL POLICY 
 All performance music will be held to the same standard. Should any part of the music be recorded at different sound 

levels, then the volume will be based off the loudest sound effect. 
 Teams with only one copy of music will forfeit the use of their music on the final warm up floor as the music rep is sent to 

the DJ booth. Bring multiple copies!  
 All music must be recorded on a high-quality CD or downloaded onto an MP3 device (USB drives are not recommended). 
 It is the Music rep’s responsibility to start the track from the correct time, 0:00:00, and to start/pause the music. 

 
Using MP3’s/Phones: 

1. It is NOT recommended to play music from YouTube or other streaming services. 
▪ Music may stop due to lack of signal strength at venue. 

2. Device MUST have headphone jack, free and clear of any debris. 
▪ Any team using a device without a headphone jack must provide their own certified adapter. Any 3rd party adapter that is 

not recognized by the device causing music interruption will be the fault of the team. 
▪ YCADA will provide all other necessary audio connections and sound equipment. 

3. Make separate playlist for each routine to keep next track from playing automatically. 
4. All cases MUST be removed from device. 
5. Device must be fully charged with screen lock features turned off. 

▪ Music rep must know password if device locks. 
▪ If device locks music playback may be interrupted. 

6. If using phone set to airplane mode. 
7. Music rep is responsible for making sure proper connection is made between device and audio cable, including adapters. 
8. Once device is connected to audio cable, raise volume to 100% 

 
Using CD’s: 

1. It is recommended to have multiple copies of your music. (CD and MP3) 
2. All music MUST be recorded as an audio file on a high-quality CD, do not use DVD’s. 
3. Use one CD per routine (we recommend music be recorded at the beginning of the CD with no other music on the CD). 
4. Music rep is responsible for knowing which CD and track to play before entering sound booth. 
5. If CD is scratched and music skips during the routine, it is your music reps choice to stop the music; however, it does NOT 

mean your team gets to perform again. 
6. Please label CD’s with your team name and cell phone number (including area code) in case of loss. 
7.  Coaches/choreographers should create routines that finish at least a few seconds under the time limit to ensure team does 

not go over the maximum time allotted for the category.  Penalty points will be deducted for exceeding the time limit for 
routines. 

 
 
 
 



 

 

2020 YCADA GLOBALS – DIVISION SPLIT GUIDE 
 
HOW DO WE SPLIT DIVISIONS? 

1. If there were 10 or more teams registered in a division – then we split by average and natural break of the 
division. 

2. If there was a distinct separation of athlete numbers in a division with at least 4 teams registered in the 
division – we split the division by Small/Large putting similar like-sized teams together. 

3. In compliance with YCADA Globals Policy Teams in Divisions Split by Size may not compete in split divisions by 
themselves and must have competition with the next closest team closest in size. 

 
Division Splits - FINAL Schedule: 
 

DIVISION 8 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 1 SMALL (6-14) 
DIVISION 8 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 1 LARGE (17-21) 

 
DIVISION 10 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 1 SMALL (6-10) 
DIVISION 10 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 1 MEDIUM (14-15) 
DIVISION 10 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 1 LARGE (17-26) 

 
DIVISION 10 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 2 SMALL (9-11) 
DIVISION 10 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 2 LARGE (23-27) 

 
DIVISION 11 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 1 SMALL (6-10) 
DIVISION 11 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 1 LARGE (15-23) 

 
DIVISION 12 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 1 SMALL (5-14) 
DIVISION 12 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 1 LARGE (15-21) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
DIVISION 12 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 2 SMALL (8-14) 
DIVISION 12 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 2 LARGE (15-24) 

 
DIVISION 13 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 1 SMALL (6-11) 
DIVISION 13 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 1 LARGE (19-20) 

 
DIVISION 13 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 3 SMALL (16-19) 
DIVISION 13 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 3 LARGE (22-30) 

 
DIVISION 13 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 2 SMALL (6-13) 
DIVISION 13 SHOW CHEER LEVEL 2 MEDIUM (14-30) 
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